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“Vivid yet subtle, the Scene wallcovering 
collection features designs and a colour 
palette that can be used in any interior to 
create a truly tranquil space.” 

Hayley McAfee, Villa Nova Design Director

SCENE
Wallcoverings

Scene Wallcoverings is a collection of vinyl and non-woven wallcoverings inspired by oriental culture, 
vast landscapes and colourful horizons. Expressive and unique, enticing textures are paired with a muted 

palette to create wallcoverings that are full of charm.

A calming range, the Scene wallcoverings collection features sophisticated and elegant designs that 
depict soft focus points of lights, abstract landscapes and subtle silver birch branches, complimented 
by a stunning distressed wallcovering, a subtle linear design and an all-over design which mimics an 

embroidery.

The collection is completed by Kishi, a striking wall mural that exudes natural beauty, with fluid, wild 
grasses that hint at a Japanese aesthetic. Taking cues from the craft of origami and the layering of paper, 

an intriguing play with focus and opacity forms a gentle movement across the wall. 



Kishi  |  3  Colours
Wall Mural 

Heath  |  4  Colours
Textured Wallcovering

W610/02 W610/03 W610/04

Loess  |  5  Colours
Embossed Vinyl Wallcovering

W608/01 W608/02 W608/03

W614/01 W614/02 W614/05

Taiga  |  3  Colours
Non-woven Wallcovering 

W609/01 W609/02 W609/03



Kaolin  |  6  Colours
Embossed Vinyl Wallcovering

Betula  |  4  Colours
Embossed Vinyl Wallcovering

Bokeh  |  3  Colours
Non-woven Wallcovering 

W613/01 W613/02 W613/03

W612/01 W612/02 W612/03W611/03 W611/04 W611/06

Yelena  |  12  Colours
Embossed Vinyl Wallcovering

W613/08 W613/13 W613/14



ABOUT US
 

Founded in 1993, Villa Nova is a young and vibrant 
brand with a dedicated team of talented in-house 
designers led by Design Director, Hayley McAfee.  

Villa Nova produces distinctive and eclectic collections 
based upon the philosophy of creating modern, 

versatile fabrics, wallcoverings and accessories that 
offer affordable style.

Villa Nova is a division of The Romo Group, a family run 
business in its fifth generation. The range is available 
worldwide through an extensive network of selected 

interior designers and retail outlets.

Please contact us for price information, samples and 
images, we are also happy to arrange interviews and 

offer expert commentary from our designers. 

UK 
Iain Niven 

Iain.niven@romo.com 
0207 352 7801

USA
Tamar Mashigian 

tamar@cdecor.com 
310-276-5001

Europe
Roberta Natalini 

roberta.natalini@romo.com  
+44 (0)1623 755 881

villanova.co.uk


